EDUCATORS LOOK WITH INTEREST AT VI HONOR GROUP

Said to be Most Outstanding Educator in Engineering In Recent Years

STUDENTS RESPONSIBLE

Educational and engineering circles have commented favorably on Dr. A. Joseph Grinnell, who will address the Department of Electrical Engineering and the Society of Electrical Engineers on Wednesday, October 2, at 5:00 p.m.

Dr. Grinnell, who will address the students of electrical engineering, is regarded as an authority in the field of electrical engineering.

The Department of Electrical Engineering and the Society of Electrical Engineers have been successful in attracting students to their events.

The students have expressed their desire to learn more about the field of electrical engineering.

APRILFLY CARRIER WILL BE LAUNCHED

Technical Problems Solved by Professors of the Naval Department

The Aprilfly Carrier is a small, high-speed aircraft designed for fast transportation.

Problems encountered during its development have been solved by professors of the Naval Department.

The Aprilfly Carrier is expected to be launched soon.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

SOCIETY PLANS YEAR

Passamaquaddy Project Will Be Presented

The Civil Engineering Society plans to present a report on the Passamaquaddy Project at its next meeting.

The project involves the development of a new waterway system to improve navigation in the area.

MAN WILL EMPLOY TECHNICAL TRAINING

A Boston business man, a graduate of Technology, in consideration of the facts that he has been trained in the field, has stated that he will employ technical men in his business.

In view of the fact that the Technical School has trained countless numbers of students who can work efficiently in business, the school should continue to train technical men.

CATHOLIC CLUB TO BE ADDRESSED BY SENATOR WALSH


Busy Program is Ready

Senator D. E. Walsh will speak at the first regular meeting of the Catholic Club, which meets every other Monday, October 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Combined Musical Clubs Hall. He is expected to address the students on the subject of science.
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SPEAKERS AT THE TECH RALLY URGE MEN TO COMPETE

Professor Rogers and Tucker Consider Their College's Record of Great Value

OPPORTUNITY EXCELLENT

"A man who is connected with the work at Harvard has been asked by a number of people, who are interested in the University, if it is true that Harvard students are unhappy. This is not true," said Professor H. H. Rogers, in addressing the students on the topic of "Harvard's Record of Great Value.""The work at Harvard is excellent and the opportunities are many," he added.

Professor W. G. Tucker, who is also a member of the faculty, agreed with Professor Rogers and added: "Harvard is a great institution and its students are capable of achieving great things."